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... Anzam:Read Next Federal authorities arrested a hacker on Friday who they say has been trying to access the personal email
of Bernie Sanders. The Department of Justice (DOJ) said the unnamed hacker has been using Sanders’ personal information to
impersonate the presidential candidate in online conversations with journalists. The Department of Justice has indicted a suspect
for hacking Bernie Sanders’ personal email to impersonate the presidential candidate in online conversations with journalists.
The indictment was filed in the Eastern District of New York, and the suspect, believed to be based in Chicago, is being charged
with unauthorized access to a protected computer and aggravated identity theft. Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in
Washington (CREW) found records showing that the hacker was identified by a friend of Sanders as going by the name
“Sanders2016.” The complaint filed by the Justice Department is dated Dec. 14, 2016 and obtained by the Daily Caller. It
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alleges that the suspect used Sanders’ personal information to create a fake identity in an attempt to get information from the
Sanders campaign. “Sanders2016” created a fake “Jedediah Bila” account with a profile picture that has an eye patch, and used
the account to impersonate the candidate. The fake account also “followed” journalists from the Daily Caller, and sent a DM
message to conservative activist Charlie Kirk. Kirk posted a screenshot of the DM on Twitter with the caption, “Bernie Sanders’
supporters hacked the Bernie Sanders campaign’s account and told me about it.” Kirk also posted a picture with the fake
account, saying, “This is the same guy who hacked @bernie4president.” While the fake account was able to access the Sanders
campaign’s email account, and a PAC, the group never accessed the personal email account of Sanders or any Sanders campaign
official. The “Jedediah Bila” account has since been shut down. READ NEXT: Bernie Sanders Had FBI Contact Trump
Aide1902 Boston Red Sox season The 1902 Boston Red Sox season was the sixth season in the franchise's Major League
Baseball history. The team finished last in the American League (AL) with a record of 46 wins and 103 losses. Regular season
1902 was the last season in which the Red Sox played at Red Cross Grounds. 82157476af
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